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The hard wind blows across this stone grid of control. It grazes over this gape in the
city fabric, on the draft of material desire. It despondently crashes into the façade of
commercial appeal. It despairingly tries to blow down the neo-classic pillars of
historic cultural dominance. Meanwhile, the sun tries to cloak this supremacy of
consumer jurisdiction with the sentiment of fair.
Weather.
Trade.
Access.
Self-sustaining.
Until, together, these elements reveal a new transparency. They hit a porous fabric.
Permeable in its origin. Absorbent in its purpose. A new grid of interchange. Not as
the surface on which meaning is assembled or arranged, but as the foundation for
its layers within. Its layered voices within.
First, the wind reveals the edges of this inner-space.
Inner-safe.
The margins within this within.
It exposes itself fluidly.
Then, the sun divulges the contours of its layered substance.
The shadows of shadows.
It cuts the line of presence without identity.
It discloses the silhouettes of consequence.
Substance.
Then, the voices within, rise. Become louder. Navigating their confines.
Then, their coming together becomes heard. Extending beyond their beginnings.
Then, felt.
Conveyed from their collective source.
A pluriform of maternal foundation. A uniform of present tenacity. Without syntax.
Simply rhythm.
Steadily, these voices are transmitted farther by the wind. Acutely, the source of
their significance is made distinct by the sun. These elements combined become a
collective. Become woven together. Form a fabric of community. On the
transparency-grid of marked diﬀerence. Necessary.
There is a need for new spaces. With new permeability and reinvented translucence.
New grids from which to exchange and traverse. To oﬀer free breadth and allow
dissimilar association. A fuller range of the voiceless voice. The bodies voice.
Voices. Without etymology. Voices as new language.
Here.
Now.
Rhythmically.
With incongruent repetition, rather than completed or retained.
Open.
Secure.

